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5 Reasons Teens Should Get the COVID Vaccine

1. No need to quarantine after exposures
2. Freedom!
3. See your friends worry-free
4. Able to socialize, travel, and play sports
5. Life more like normal
THE COVID VACCINE IS NOW APPROVED FOR TEENAGERS!

Some benefits of vaccinating your teenager include...

1. Less likely to get or give COVID
2. No need for teen (or family) to quarantine after exposures if all are vaccinated!
3. Able to return to in-person activities if enough are vaccinated
4. Can get back to socializing, travel and sports
5. Improved mental health with a return to normalcy

Call your pediatrician TODAY to discuss this vaccine!
5 REASONS

YOUR TEEN SHOULD GET THE COVID VACCINE

Less likely to get or give COVID

No need for teen (or family!) to quarantine after exposures if all are vaccinated

Able to return to in-person activities if enough are vaccinated

Can get back to socializing, sports and travel

Improved mental health for everyone with a return to normalcy

THE COVID VACCINE HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED AND IS SAFE FOR TEENAGERS. TALK TO YOUR PEDIATRICIAN FOR DETAILS.
Reason #99 To Get The Covid Vaccine...

Getting to hang out with other vaccinated teenagers!

Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.

Wanna hang out?

Joanna >
Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.

Reason #1 To Get The Covid Vaccine...
A social life!

Mike >

We could go to the movies?
Reason #57 To Get The Covid Vaccine...

Seeing your friends worry-free!

Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.

Cya before class!

Dana >
Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.

Reason #12 To Get The Covid Vaccine...

Don't miss the play offs!

Eli >

Will you make it to the game?
Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.
Reason #73 To Get The Covid Vaccine...

No need to quarantine!

Teenagers can get the COVID vaccine. Check out the VA Dept of Health Website or contact your pediatrician for details.
Have you ever noticed how doctors sometimes disagree on things? Lab tests, treatment approach, even medication choices...

YES! And yet... 95% of physicians* who are offered the COVID vaccine choose to get it...

95% of physicians* who are offered the COVID vaccine

GET IT

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR SHOT!
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